Everest Base Camp - 2018
Ready to go Kenny Mac, Ryan, Emily, Elysse & Ben
November 1, 2018

Everest Base Camp Trek

E-mails have gone back and forth all year in preparation for our trek. What shoes do I get?
Socks, which are the best?……and so many more questions.
Got an e-mail from Ryan, “Bad news was that my passport has expired by over 3years
(perhaps the last time I checked emails too, haha). So, a new one is required.
But the good news is that it should still get processed within 3 weeks of lodgement, so will
def keep you posted. So should have one in my hot little hands by early March at latest
hopefully.” Once Ryan’s passport is updated, I can arrange the flights to and from
Kathmandu.
Everyone has had their holiday requests approved and now it’s just a matter of trekking to
Base Camp. No changes to the original dates, we leave for Kathmandu 26th Nov 2018, Start
the trek 30th Nov, arrive back in Kathmandu 12th Dec 2018 and fly back to Sydney Australia
15th Dec 2018.
Emily has been training hard, bush walking with a heavy pack (the same one she is taking).
Elysse, doctor at John Hunter Hospital has walked the stairs all year instead taking the lifts.
Ben still riding his MTB like crazy and Ryan is on his feet all day as an ambo.

Sunday 25th Nov 2018
Wedding anniversary today 40th. Pam and I moved to Ballina to live, sold up in Sydney
finished work and having that sea change everyone talks about. The sun was shining and we
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picked up Ryan at 8:00am, drove to the Ballina airport for our flight to Sydney. I booked an
Executive Family Suite for the 5 of us (EBC Trekkers) at the Ridges at the Sydney
International Airport so that everyone didn’t have the hassle of getting to the airport early in
the morning. Ben and Elysse were coming from Newcastle by train, Emily from Penrith and
of cause Ryan and I flying in from Ballina.
While we waited for the others to arrive Ryan fixed his Medical insurance issue. What
happened was, when I booked all the flights and insurance for all five us through The Flight
Centre, they forgot Ryan’s name on the insurance part (that I don’t understand). Ryan had
that sorted out in no time, he was now covered. I exchanged my Aussie money into US
dollars. Ryan and I had lunch in the International terminal then headed back to the Rygdes
(only 100 metre walk). Our room was great, and the shower area was unbelievably huge, a
double.
Ben and Elysse arrived at 2:00pm, Emily arrived around 3:00pm. We had a chance to chat
about what we have, what we need to get and just relax down stairs at the bar until Angela
and Andrew arrived to join us for dinner. Had a fabulous and funny time, during our threecourse dinner.
During the last few months of preparing for the trek the team must have watched nearly every
YouTube and Movie on Everest, that made the conversation funny and scary. I told them if
all those people made it, you’ll be at Base Camp on Fri 7th Dec, no worries.

EBC Team dinner with Angela and Andrew
From left: Elysse, Angela, Ryan, Ben, Andrew, Emily and Kenny Mac

Checklist: Light backpack, fleece jacket, loose trekking pants, shorts, shirts, thermal tops and
pants, gloves, hat, socks, boots, headlamp, camera, charging leads, recharging battery pack,
sunglasses, sunscreen, medical kit, tablets, tissues, shower wipes, toiletries, toilet rolls, water
bottle, mobile, journal, pens, cards, seal proof bags, maps, snacks, cash (small notes),
passport, travel towel, sleeping bag liner, beanie and buff. A sleeping bag, fleece jacket and
poles were lent to us by Awesome Treks Nepal.
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Monday 26th Nov 2018
Up at 5:30am, showered and got our gear ready. The team was a little excited now. Our flight
was at 12:15, this allowed us to have a leisurely breakfast, checkout and stroll the 100 meters
across to check in by 9:15. We were all so glad we stayed overnight at the Rydges.
At check in I asked that we make sure all our bags make it to
Kathmandu together as I had a bad experience two years ago when
two of our four bags didn’t make it and had to wait a day for them to
arrive in Kathmandu. I was assured this wasn’t an issue. Because we
were all travelling Premium Economy the T2 and priority stickers
(seen here) would help in the transfer at Singapore.
Ryan was amazed he had plenty of leg room in this Premium
Economy seating. Being 6 foot 7 inches (2 mts) in height he needed
the room on the long flight to Singapore but would have to put up
with normal seating on the next flight to Kathmandu on Silkair.
It is easily understood how Singapore Airlines was voted the best airline, our trip was
fabulous, a great way to travel for 8 hours. Elysse was amazed at our food selection and with
a menu to pick from.
Changing flights was easy and quick, we were in Kathmandu
right on time 21:10. Check through customs was a pleasure, the
staff made you feel like they love people visiting their country,
“welcome and enjoy your stay with us”. Certainly not like the
USA dudes.
Then ‘the Good and the Bad’ happened. There at the exit from
customs to greet us was Dil. OMG, I didn’t expect the CEO (my dear friend Dil) to be there
to take us to Hotel M. Then an announcement was made, “Would Mr. Mcilwain and Mr.
Harper please report to the baggage desk please”. This was not a good sign as only three bags
had come off the plane, Emily’s, Elysse’s and Ryan’s.
Over we go, only to be told our bags weren’t on the flight and
would come in tomorrow. My thoughts were, ‘bloody idiots,
again how could this happen’.
The M Hotel was
way better than I
expected, 3 rooms
next to each other on
the second floor. The
staff and food were
exceptional. We
were here, it was
now real.
Dil & Kenny Mac
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Tuesday 27th Nov 2018
We all got to sleep okay even though there was a disco playing across the road, I had no
worries being deaf, I just slept. We all met for breakfast at 7:30. Everyone was looking at
each other knowing we are now truly on our way to Everest Base Camp. We now had two
spare days shopping, walking the streets and getting anything else we needed for the trek. Of
course, Ben and I had to get to the airport around 12:30 to get our bags.
Dil arranged a driver to take Ben and I to the
airport, he ended up coming with us to make
sure all went smoothly. Great news……bags
were in. Signed for them and we were off.
While we were waiting for our driver Ben tapped
me on the shoulder, “Ken, I’ve been meaning to
ask you for some time but never really having
the chance. This bag issue has now given me
some free time with you. I would like to ask
Elysse to marry me with your okay. I intend to
ask her when we are at Everest Base Camp,
hopefully we’ll make it”.
“Absolutely, that’s a big yes”, I said, “I’ll do
everything I can to make sure we get there.”

Elysse at the M Hotel entrance

I had to ‘not say a thing’ to give it away for 11 days, not even tell Pam. How special will that
moment be, now just have to get there.
We went to OR2K for late lunch. I had told the EBC team this is where Anna, Susie, Alan
and I often ate 2 years ago when we trekked Annapurna. The EBC team loved it and suited
Ryan’s special dietary needs. Did some more walking the streets and headed to the Roof Beer
Garden near our Hotel for drinks.

EBC Team at OR2K
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Seller spotted Ryan

Roof Beer Garden

Enjoying the Roof Beer Garden Emily

Things you see on the streets...OMG

Out having Dinner

Enjoying the Roof Beer Garden Ben
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Wednesday 28th Nov 2018
Dil changed the ‘sightseeing tour at places of interest’ to today that gives us Thursday our last
day shopping and sightseeing before we head off on the plane flight to Lukla on Friday.
We were picked up at 9:00 and to my surprise our tour
guide was the same guy who took me 2 years ago, Siri.
We visited the Monkey Temple, Golden Temple, Pashupati
area, Patan and Shree Boudhanath.

Siri and Kenny Mac

The Great Boudha Stupa Emily - Kenny Mac

At the Monkey Temple

Enjoying Monkey Temple
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Thursday 29th Nov 2018
Today we shopped for last minute things like snacks and toilet paper. I told the team, given
the remoteness of the area the menus in the Tea Houses have a wide choice of dishes. The
Tea House rooms are extremely basic, 2 beds, no additional furniture and mostly wooden
walls and they are very cold, (when the temperature outside is minus it will mostly be the
same inside). The dining rooms are often warmed by a stove in the middle of the room and
the higher we go up the mountains they burn yak dung.

Dining Room Yak Dung fired Stove

A typical room

Later in the afternoon we started organising the gear we were taking on the trek. Considering we
were restricted to 15 kgs in total (both trekking bag and our small backpack) on the plane to Lukla
there was some serious weighing and jettisoning of gear. We put all the gear we thought we wanted
on our Hotel beds and then weighed it and so it went on for some time. Was at times a bit stressful
for the team. I was lucky my 1st weigh in was 15.02 kg with both bags so I was okay. I then helped the
team with theirs. We all managed to finish in time to go out for an early dinner and drinks as we had
to be up at 4:00am.

Clockwise from the top left – Kenny Mac, Emily, Ryan, Ben & Elysse
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Friday 30th Nov 2018
Trek Day 1

Kathmandu – Lukla - Phakding

After the stressful evening of packing our gear we were up and ready for day one. We also started
taking ½ a tablet of 250mg Diamox (medication for altitude) last night.
Dil was waiting downstairs in reception for us. The Hotel had a small brekkie box for each of us to
eat at the airport. Even had a special food pack for Ryan. The drive to the airport was a short half an
hour, no traffic at that time of the day.
We all got through security and Dil went and got our tickets for Lukla on Tara Airlines. Departure
time was 6:15 am. It was the first flight of the day. Dil said it’s always the best one to catch because
as the day progresses some flights are cancelled or turn back because of the weather. We hopped on
a bus and drove out to the small 16 seater aircraft. Well 19 if you include the one hostie and the two
pilots. We flew up just above the clouds and as we got closer to Lukla, mountains could be seen
jutting out of the clouds and up into the sky. The mighty Himalayas so majestic.

On the way to Lukla

Arrived Lukla

The landing was typical of a small plane but the airstrip
was something else. Reported as one of the most
dangerous runways in the world, sure was a tense
landing on a sloping runway. Elysse wasn’t impressed,
there was a few tears.
We grabbed all our gear, met the porters (Naran and
Kiran - both early twenties) and the young assistant
guide (Isoor - mid-twenties).
We walked around behind the airport to the Paradise
Lodge & Restaurant for some brekkie and coffee or tea.
After adjusting our packs we headed of at 8:15am and
got to Phakding Mountain Resort by 12:20. Day one
done and dusted, basically downhill, we went from
2,840m to 2,610m. Approximately 8.5kms.
The lodge is absolutely beautiful. We all had lunch then
went to our rooms. Emily fell in love with the fried
chips topped with two fried eggs. Ben and Ryan had the
Dahl Bat a traditional Nepalese meal. I had the veggie
soup and Tibetan bread and Elysse had fried rice.

Arriving at Phakding Mountain Resort
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After unpacking our sleeping gear and other stuff we all met in the dining room, played cards. I
wrote in my journal, drinking coffee sitting in the sun and waiting for dinner. It was still 3°C at
2:00pm. The team are now starting to notice this massive change of temperature. There are no
vehicles, the nearest roadhead is in Jiri some 80 kms away, everything from here is carried by either
human or pack animal.

Emily keeping warm

Veggie soup and Tibetan bread

Beautiful rooms at Phakding Mountain Resort

Ryan legs got hot

I read today that the mantra, “Om Mane Padme Hum” roughly translate to ‘Ah! The jewel is indeed
in the lotus’. We will often see this inscribed on large boulders during our trek.
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Saturday 1st Dec 2018
Trek Day 2

Phakding – Namche Bazaar

It was a lovely clear morning and 4°C, quite warm….ha. We decided to take a team photo every
morning starting our day before we head off up to EBC.

Day 2 Phakding – Namche Bazaar
The description on Dil’s guide was, ‘max 4 hours flattish then max 4 hours totally up hill, 4 swing
bridges (not Elysse’s cup of tea) one new swing bridge highest around’. We left at 8:10am, stopped
for lunch from 11:20 to 12:20. Arrived at Namche Bazaar at 3:50pm and it was -1°C.
It wasn’t really flat, lots of ups and down. It was very uneventful until we reached Bengkar for a
toilet break. Only 200 mts downhill from our break there was a donkey train coming up and a Cak
(cross between a Yak and Cow) train coming down the same way as us, we were in the middle then
there was a stampede with everyone heading down. Dil yelled at us to get off the track into a small
side cutting in the stone fence. We all took off except for Ryan, he got stuck on a rock beside the
stone fence. He was so annoyed; he lost his apple he just started to eat. After all the ruckus and we
were all safe the laughing started. I think we all understood how dangerous that was and that no
one was hurt. Then we laughed even more, mostly at Ryan.
I had my veggie soup and Tibetan bread for lunch, just love it. From here we headed to the last
swing bridge, highest of them all. We had a rest and water break when we reached the Sagarmatha
Park entrance. Even though it was tough going, the surrounds, clean air and the forest smells just
take your breath away. As we came around one of the many mountains we could see ahead an
amazing swing bridge, high above the river. Well there were two, a low one (old and not used) and
the one up nearly double the height of the old one. One hell of a steep climb to get to the start of
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the bridge. Elysse found it hard but made it, brave little tiger. From here we had about a max 2½
hour vertical climb to Namche Bazaar. Holy shit it was up hill all the way.
After climbing for some time you reach a bend from where you get your first glimpse of Mt Everest,
peering over the Lhotse-Nuptse ridge, just magnificent. Allowed us to stop and have a well earnt
drink and quick recovery rest. Taking photos was made easy because the sky was clear, no clouds.

Ryan stuck on a rock during the stampede
The new Swing Bridge on top

First sighting of Mt Everest

The uphill was never ending and tough

We had about 40 minutes to go, approximately 1½ kms. We wound through a pine forest which was
a little less steep. Then suddenly we could see that hillside covered in buildings. Arriving at Namche
Bazaar at 3:50 was the best, such a long hard day, the team were now getting to see what is ahead
of us.
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Sagarmatha Park

A local living under a rock face

Arriving at Namche Bazaar

Today we climbed from 2,610m to 3,440m. Approximately
10.5kms in distance. It was -2°C when we arrived and went
down from there, I got up at 11:40pm and it was -6°C.
Dinner was certainly not like the night before a little subdued
you could say, we had some very tired souls who wanted to just
eat, get warm and sleep. I have been taking everyone’s Heart
Rate and Blood O² levels (see the stats at end of these notes)
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Sunday 2nd Dec 2018
Trek Day 3

Namche Bazaar (REST DAY)

Like I told the team a ‘Rest Day’ is not what they would expect, ‘sitting around a warm stove drinking
tea or coffee playing cards’, no way. This was a day for acclimatisation and rest. You basically climb
higher and then sleep lower. An important part of getting your body ready for the ongoing climbing.
It was -8°C this morning when we woke. We had breakfast and got ready to head off on the short
hike up to Everest View Hotel, 3,880 mts. When we left for our 4 hour hike at 8:10am it had warmed
up to -2°C.

Day 3 Namche Bazaar - Everest View Hotel
We left the lodge and it
was uphill all the way. One
section walking along a cliff
edge (I was so shit scared)
gave us astounding views.
We saw yaks eating grass
on the cliffs and watched
eagle-vultures gliding in
the blue skies. There were
lots of helicopters back and
forth from the Everest
On the way up to 3,880 mts

Mt Everest with clouds coming off it.
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View Hotel. We grabbed a table (was quite busy) and
ordered some tea-coffee and biscuits. The view was
astounding, Mt Everest, Amadablam (Elysse’s favourite
Himalayan peak) and others. The Everest View Hotel was
Japanese built as there are a lot of tourist who can’t trek and
just fly in and view Mt Everest from here. It’s quite
expensive at ($200-$250 US, with breakfast).

Arriving at 3,880 mts
View from our table

Going back was comfortably nice on the leg muscles. Having good boots is the secret in saving your
feet and ankles from any issues. We made it back to the ‘Nest’ our lodge changed packs and off we
went venturing and shopping around town.
Emily had noticed, (during her YouTube watching back in Sydney) there was an exquisite bakery in
Namche she would like to find and try out. All she could remember was it was a ‘German Bakery’.
Namche Bazaar is big compared to most villages but not that big and it didn’t take us long to find the
bakery.

Hermann Helmers German Bakery
Ben, Elysse and Ryan found nice little Irish Pub and went for drinks in the afternoon. I’m writing this
at 5:30pm and it’s -2°C outside. We hiked about 2.5kms today left at 8:10 and got back around12:30.
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Everest View Hotel

On the way back down from Everest View Hotel

One of the reasons you need to arrive early at your lodge at the end of the days hike is because
around 4:30 - 5:00 the clouds/fog rolls in and you basically can’t see much. Plus the temperature
drops quickly as well.

5:10pm at Namche Bazaar as fog rolled in
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Monday 3rd Dec 2018
Trek Day 4

Namche Bazaar - Tengboche

We started out at 7:56 am this morning. The most on time we’ve been (Ryan is often behind
schedule). It’s always an early start, we get up at 5am (except Elysse and Ben) pack for the day,
brekkie at 7am and leave at 8am. Well that is our daily aim.

Trek Day 4

Namche Bazaar - Tengboche

It’s minus 4°C and we are all rugged up for the first part of our hike along a cliff for two hours. Got
some good photos then walked 1½ km down to the river over a swing bridge and had lunch at
‘Riverside Restaurant & Lunch Palace’. I had my usual veggie soup and Tibetan bread.
During the morning walk you would warm up and often take a layer or two of clothing off, then
when you stop it’s back on with the gear. Our pace is steady and slow cause you don’t want to get all
sweaty and cold.
After lunch we had a 2½ hour climb, nearly vertical I reckon. Dil said it was about a 600 mtr climb
from the river. Everyone went so well, so proud of the team. And we were all sore after today’s
effort.
Today we went from 3,440m to 3,860m. Approximately 12.0kms.
Started 7:56am, stopped at 11:30 for lunch, left again at 12:30 and
arrived at our lodge at 3:05. It was -4°C when we arrived.
When we arrive at any of the lodges, Dil would always inspect the
rooms to make sure they were acceptable before we could move in.
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And in the mornings before the porters headed off they would again check the room to make sure
we didn’t leave anything behind. Such a professional team that Dil runs.
Funny thing happened before dinner. We would all order dinner in the afternoon after arriving and
before we get cleaned up. But this day there was no Ben. We waited and waited and finally he came
down from the rooms. Funny, funny, Elysse had bolted the door on her way out thinking Ben had
gone downstairs but he was in the loo. Poor Ben had to wait until someone came down the hallway
and opened the door for him. Well we laughed all through dinner that night….ha ha.

No smooth paths

Ryan and Elysse resting

Tough day for Emily

Mt Everest
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Our lodge for the night

View from my window overlooking the ‘Meadow’

Our amazing path through the mountains
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While in Tengboche we visited the Monastery which dominates the meadow, one of Nepal’s largest.
There was to be prayers at 4pm which we were allowed to attend. We got there, shoes off inside
and squatted down ready only to find out the monks had been visiting another monastery and no
prayers today. It certainly was a beautiful place.

In front of the Buddhist Monastery
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Tuesday 4th Dec 2018
Trek Day 5

Tengboche - Dingboche

8:05am start this morning, still very cold. Warm brekkie, pancakes and honey and hot black coffee is
my way to start the days hike. Todays is Elysse’s day, looking at her favourite mountain, the
Amadablam on our hike.

Trek Day 5

Tengboche - Dingboche

We line up for our morning photo with Lhotse-Nuptse ridge with Everest just visible. The absolute
scenic beauty never seems to end. The temperature was still in the minus (-6°C), I would guess we
won’t see any more positive numbers on the temperature gauge.
We descended rapidly from Tengboche meadow to the river bank, most parts were frozen. After
following the track along the river for a short while we move into a deep forest of birch and
rhododendrons with Amadablam towering above the trees, it was a lovely hike, more so because it’s
a descending trail. We made it to Shomare for lunch, which was over halfway to Dingboche, about 5
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kms. The sun was shining so we sat outside and had lunch, trying anything to warm up at
‘Annapurna Fast Food Kitchen’.

Our lunch lodge in Shomare
Washing her hair in the ice cold water

Small waterways were frozen

Downhills were very steep, hard sharing with donkey trains
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Elysse and Amadablam mountain

Coming into Dingboche

We got closer and closer to Elysse’s mountain with every step, but it still seems to be ages away.
Ryan had another encounter with a Cak-Yow train, he bolted and hid behind a tree so he wasn’t
anywhere near them. It was a strenuous day and everyone was tired, a bit leg and foot sore but high
in spirits.
Lots of ice on the track today, you just had to be wary of your footing all the time. The lodge is
beautiful and we even have inside room toilets. That’s the good side of trekking in the off season.
Walk today was 8:00 – 12:00 lunch 12:50 – 3:25. About 8.5kms. Even with the sun shining all day it
was a lovely -4°C when we arrived. Our climb today was from 3,860m – 4,400m.

Hotel Good Luck our lodge for the night
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Wednesday 5th Dec 2018
Trek Day 6

Dingboche (REST DAY)

Day 6 is rest and acclimatisation day at Dingboche. Had a relaxed breakfast and admired Amadablam
looking towards the south east. I read an article of how it got its name, Ama Dablam (written
differently in the article) got its name from the snow cornice on its southwestern face which looks
like a charm box or (dablam) that Sherpa mothers (ama) wear as pendants.

Ama Dablam in the distance & Ben with his new scary buff

Trek Day 6

Dingboche (REST DAY)
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I usually have my alarm set for 5:55am every morning but as we
only had a ½ day hike today I slept in until 6:10am. It was very
cold this morning, -10°C when I got up. Then I noticed the
condensation on the inside of our window from breathing had
totally frozen. Ryan was still snuggly wrapped up in his sleeping
bag keeping as warm as he could for as long as he could. He
was astounded at the temperature of the room, ‘it’s freezing’,
he said. Even our wipes are frozen, toothpaste is rock hard.
Bitterly cold at sunrise

Ceiling height matched Ryan’s’

Icicles on the glass inside of our room

Relaxing breakfast

It warmed up quickly for the start of today’s hike, -9°C (my funny for the day). Looking towards the
northern peak from our lodge, we could see Nangkar Tshang mountain 5,616m, this is the direction
we were to hike. Not all the way only as far as the first Gompa at 4,800m. It took us 2 hours up and 1
hour 11 minutes down. Sensational views, funny I always say that, but truly it never ceases.
The conversation was simply about how exciting, two more days and we’ll be at Base Camp. This
took away any pain in our legs and bodies from hiking up todays climb. It’s not until you see the
village and our lodge below that you truly fathom how high we’ve climbed. And looking around at
the mountains and how high they are above us here at 4,800m, which is only just over halfway up
Mt Everest itself, that you perceive how magnificent the Himalayas are.
After making it back safely we went for a short walk around the village. At 1:00pm it was still -2°C,
the warmest it got all day. Spent the rest of the day in the dining hall, playing chess, cards and
sending pics and notes to home via the Wi-Fi here.
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Half way up and looking at our lodge below in the valley (yellow arrow)

Day 6 climb was totally up and up

Quick photo and rest close to the top

Playing cards and eating Pringles

So cold, eating lunch with gloves

Today’s stats, we hiked from 8:05am to 11:16am, 4,400m – 4,800m. Approx. 2km
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Thursday 6th Dec 2018
Trek Day 7

Dingboche - Lobuche

Today we hike about 7.5km and climb to 4,930m. There are no more trees only small alpine bushes,
this is where the serious section of our trek comes in, absolute freezing cold (day and night), tough
big climbs and possible altitude sickness.

Trek Day 7

Breakfast in Dining Room

Dingboche - Lobuche

Beautiful morning in Dingboche
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Dil told us today it would be quite tough and as usual he would walk at a pace that suited all of us,
slow and easy. He mentioned we would cross a glacier landslide have a break and then climb the rest
of the Changri Glacier Moraine with Pumori Mountain looming on the left over the Thulga Pass, with
stone memorials of unfortunate climbers who died climbing Mt Everest, Lhotse and other high
mountains.

Crossing the glacier landslide to ‘Yak Lodge’ for tea and coffee

INSET - Close up showing the shear scale of the glacier
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Crossing the temporary wooden bridge on glacier landslide

Last big climb for the day

Close up of the glacier landslide – scale of people showing how big it is

INSET - Close up of the last big climb for the day over Thulga pass

We hiked in the sun all day but it was the icy wind that made it so cold. It was a bloody tough day for
all. The tracks we walk on are not the average flat dirt one, but rocks and even boulders making it
hard on your feet, ankles and legs. Emily and Elysse found the day extremely tough. We made it to
Tea house okay - ‘O² Oxygen Restaurant & Home’. Long day 8:08 – 11:09 Tea break 11:44 – 2:16,
temperature was -10°C. Altitude - 4,930m
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The rooms were good. Toilets were down the corridor, that’s going to make it hard for me peeing 2
or 3 times a night. We had a late lunch, bit of a stroll around the village and sat quietly in the dining
room resting ready for our big day tomorrow 9 to 10 hours.
Dinner was at 6:30 tonight (early) because of our early start tomorrow, up one hour earlier. During
dinner Ryan looked a little off colour, then he told us he hadn’t been to the loo (no2) since we left
Kathmandu. Not good and needs to be fixed before we go to Base Camp. Now, we had sitting
around the table; Elysee (doctor), Ben (doctor), Ryan (paramedic), Emily (nurse) and me just an old
trekker. The discussion was way above my vocab and knowledge. As a joke I said,” Shit guys, I go
twice a day”. Well I laughed.
Appropriate pills were taken and he got up at 4 the next morning for a cup of black coffee and hey
presto, all good.

Welcome to Lobuche

Lodge for the night
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Friday 7th Dec 2018
Trek Day 8

Lobuche – Gorak Shep – EBC – Gorak Shep

Highlight of our adventure, Everest Base Camp (EBC) we are on our way.

Trek Day 8

Lobuche – Gorak Shep – EBC – Gorak Shep

The trail to Gorak Shep firstly runs through a long gully and is level for a short while. After about a
kilometre, we were suddenly confronted by a steep climb over a boulder strewn slope which was
hard going for us all. It was about 3.7km to Gorak Shep, got there 11:25 for lunch and the porters left
our large bags here because we were coming back to stay the night. Any unwanted gear we also
took out of our backpacks and left at the lodge, ‘Buddha Lodge & Restaurant’.
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So cold the dripping tap froze with a stalactite
and stalagmite

Even the sweat on my eyelashes froze

We were rugged up when we left the lodge this morning considering it was -16°C, so we kept our
jackets and thermals with us because we were expecting severe temperature at EBC. I did read a
note at the lodge that said, ‘Temperatures in Everest Base Camp during December are cold. They
range between max 4°C during the day and min -17°C at night’. Thinking about that comment and
that we haven’t had a positive temperature reading for the last 5 days, I can’t see us having 4°C at
EBC.
We’ve all been taking our Diamox morning and night but I have noticed today the closer we get to
EBC, 3 of our team are having a spot of trouble, Ben (nausea), Emily and Elysse (bad headaches).
There were times when one would go from laughter to tears in 4 nanoseconds. Diamox works by
decreasing the amount of hydrogen ions and bicarbonate in the body, thus allowing you to breathe
deeper and faster while also taking in more oxygen. The increased oxygen will then aid with
acclimatisation.

On our way
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The skies are blue, and the views of the landscape, mountains are breathtaking and we are nearly
there. The trail has become more difficult working our way over large boulders, scrambling, hopping
from one rock to another in places. The glacier stretching below us on the right covered in rocks and
rubble. Even under the dirt and rocks there is glacial ice (seen in this pic).

Glacier ice under our track

Glacier ice under a massive boulder

Isoor leading us on the treacherous boulder hike
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It is somewhat hard to explain how we felt, after 8 days of tough strenuous trekking we were here.
2:15pm on a beautiful blue skied day, fierce winds and the temperature was -19°C. Exhausted but so
excited at the same time. There were hugs all around. It is wonderful to think half of my family was
able to be with me on this venture to EBC.
GoPro and Cameras were out, photos all over the place, then I remembered, Ben was going to
propose to Elysse. He handed me the GoPro and I filmed him on his knee and asking the question.
Elysse was stunned and with a loud answer of YES, was jumping for joy. More celebrations started.
What a way to end at EBC.
Some more trekkers arrived as we packed ready for our hike back to a warm dinning room at the
lodge. These boulders were pounding my weak right leg, and it was very sore by the time we got
back.
Elysse, Ben and Emily were finding it difficult with altitude, at least we were heading down.
Back at the lodge the guys were sending pics and stories of the engagement
back home to Australia. The wonders of WiFi. You can buy passwords to
connect to a Wi-Fi network, they are sold on a “scratchy” card and are in
every teahouse along the way. $20 gave me 10GB.
We walked for 9 hours and 36 minutes today. Going to have a 20 min sleep
in tomorrow and leave at 8:20am. It was still -19°C after dinner.

Friday 7th Dec 2018 Kenny Mac, Emily, Elysse, Ben, Ryan and Dil in front.
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The Moment - YES

Excited Emily

Kenny Mac and his two daughters
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A little story on the trip back down from EBC. Elysse’s headache was painful, it hurt with every step
up and down on the boulders. At one point she was getting hot and stopped to get her jacket off.
Trying to put it in her backpack was a sight to see, just couldn’t do it. Ben came over to help and was
nauseated, he couldn’t manage it either. I noticed one of the porters heading over to Elysse, he
grabbed the jacket put it in the backpack threw it over his shoulders and carried it back to Gorak
Shep.
Then Isoor the assistant guide hearing how it hurt Elysse walking on the rocks took her on a path
with less rocks and boulders. These young guides and porters are the most calm, pleasant and
beautiful people I know.

Exhausted to the max

Boulder track
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Saturday 8th Dec 2018
Trek Day 9

Gorak Shep – Kalapathar - Pheriche

We now had 4 days trekking back to Lukla and it would allow us to enjoy the scenery more. The way
back doesn’t take so long because we mostly go downhill, don’t need to acclimatise and we have
seen most of the views. We will retrace most of the way we came up with the exception of a
diversion through Pheriche.
Only Ryan and Dil ventured to Kalapathar, they left around 5am. I gave my leg a rest and the other
three were still sick. We had breakfast and headed off at 8:20 to Pheriche. Dil and Ryan when they
got back from Kalapathar would have breakfast and catch us up. Then just as we were leaving I could
see Ryan and Dil coming down the mountain next to the lodge. Easy to see with Ryan in his bright
yellow safety duds.

INSET - Ryan in his bright yellow safety
pants

We headed off and the further we went down the mountains Elysse and Ben quickly recovered,
Emily was still a little chesty as they say and not enjoying being sick.
We were headed for the ‘Yak Lodge’ for lunch at the bottom of Thulga pass just before we we would
cross a Changri glacier landslide. Nearly all the way to the bottom Emily turned around and looked
up.
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“I can’t believe I climbed that”. I was stunned, didn’t she notice on Thursday how hard it was
climbing up. Then she said, “I just walk behind you Dad and watched your feet, can’t look up, it was
just too much to look”. We both laughed.
Arrived at Pheriche 3:48pm, was still -9°C. We left at 7:30am for a total of 6 hours 38 minutes hiking
today

Slow road back

Boil the kettle - OMG

Coming into Pheriche
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Sunday 9th Dec 2018
Trek Day 10

Pheriche - Khumjung

Dropped to -13°C this morning, with no heating in rooms they’re nearly the
same temperature. We had a tiny bit of sleet today.

On the road again

Our Love Birds

Magnificent views
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Nearly 8 hours hike today and still in the minus all day. There were times when we were out of the
wind and it felt much better. We stopped for lunch at 12:22 and headed off 1:12, it was a solid hike,
we knew we were heading home. It was -2° when we arrived 4:18pm at our lodge for the night at
‘Ama Dablam View Lodge & Restaurant’.

‘Ama Dablam View Lodge & Restaurant’ dining room

Path to our lodge

Fog rolls in and gets cold
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Monday 10th Dec 2018
Trek Day 11

Khumjung - Phakding

Temperature got colder during the night and was -7°C by morning.

Trek Day 11

Roof of the world on the way to Namche
Bazaar

Khumjung - Phakding

Kenny Mac with our porters Naran &
Kiran
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One of the last swing bridge

A Sherpa carrying 2 large porcelain toilets

Heading to Namche Bazaar

Looking back from where we came

Shopping in Namche Bazaar

Back in the Phakding Mountain resort
dining room

After another long day, 7 hours 26 minutes hiking, it was a relief to be sitting in the dining room
ordering dinner and resting. It was 4°C when we arrived in Phakding at 3:54 but by 8:00pm it was 7°C.
All the team is feeling better health wise. Elysse wanted to know if I had Sherpa blood in me as I
didn’t have any issues, health or fitness on the trek. Hell, I’m only 63 and love this stuff.
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Tuesday 11th Dec 2018
Trek Day 12

Phakding - Lukla

Left Phakding -7°C and arrived in Lukla, still in the minus numbers -6°C. The conversation

all the way was about warm showers and warm temperatures when we get back to
Kathmandu.

Trek Day 12

Phakding - Lukla

Emily was feeling a lot better today, the antibiotics helped. Totally amazed with seeing the number
of Sherpa men and young lads carrying loads of stock and building equipment up the rocky path to
villages. And the number of older women carrying wood and stock feed.

Rest break halfway to Lukla

Landslide on the other side of the river
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New construction

Carrying 18 cartons of beer

Paradise Lodge & Restaurant - Lukla

3rd guy carrying a slab of granite

Warm stove in the lodge dining room

The team found it hard to believe it was still -6°C when we arrived
back in Lukla. Staying at the lodge we had breakfast on the very
first day of trekking. The lodge was right beside the airport only a
short walk in the morning to catch our plane back to Kathmandu.
Ryan tried some of the pickled
chillies that Dil and the
porters eat with their meal of
dal bhat, well you can see by
the photo they were very,
very hot. Made us all laugh,
specially our porters.
Dal Bhat

Ryan and the chillies
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Wednesday 12th Dec 2018
Trek Day 13

Lukla - Kathmandu

Trek Day 13

Breakfast, we are heading back to Kathmandu today

Slept well, still very cold during the night, it was -8°C when
we got up but knew it would in the positive by 10:30pm at
Kathmandu.
I had my first meat dish last night since 29th Nov, 14 days
ago. Really didn’t miss it, the choice of meals throughout
the trek were exceptional, all filling, nutritious and tasty. I
had sizzling chicken and veggies, loved it.
We had an early breakfast as we were catching the first
plane out of Lukla. Repacked our bags, only keep the light
stuff and what we needed for the flight in our backpacks
and put the rest in the large carry bags the porters carried
for us on the trek. Walking around the top of the airport we
watched a plane come in to land, it was ours I think. It was
a, OMG moment, watching it land from front on.

Sizzling Chicken & Vegs
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Boarding passes processed, large bags
on the trolley and we head off to the
waiting area. Being there early we got
to sit in the window area and watched
the sun come up over the mountains
we had just been hiking around.

Landing in Lukla

Landing in Lukla

Looking at a few of the mountains we had just been hiking
around

It felt quite strange, even sad leaving the majestic Himalayan
mountains we had spent the last 12 days hiking. Everest Base
Camp is certainly one of the best things to have on any bucket list.
One of life’s great experiences and good for your soul.
Having Dil (Awesome Nepal Treks Pty) and his team taking us on
this journey will always be remembered as the best adventure
ever. Today, Isoor (assistant guide), Krian & Naran (porters) leave
us here in Lukla. Naran lives 2 days walk from here and the other
two, only 1 day away. To think they walk home after carrying all
our gear and walking to EBC and back. It’s so important going with
a local trekking company, they employ local people.
Kenny & Isoor (assistant guide)
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Taking off was even more exciting than landing, with sharp acceleration and a downward run like the
feeling of being a roller coaster. Elysse wasn’t happy, this is one of her fears and she held up
wonderfully. It was mostly cloudless on the way back and the views very unbelievable. I miss the
mountain hiking already.

On the plane to Kathmandu

Magnificent views from the flight back
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From Lukla to Kathmandu the temperature is now positive…..Happy Team

We had to change hotels; our gear was sent from M Hotel around to the new. It was closer to all the
shops and absolute luxury. Dil arranged everything even while he was arranging more trekking
teams from his office. Tomorrow is spare day for us before we fly home to Australia on Friday night
and arriving in Sydney on Saturday evening.
Dil has arranged a congratulation and farewell dinner for tonight and would pick us up around
6:30pm and walk to the restaurant. We all got settled into our rooms, got some washing organised
with the Hotel.
Now that’s a funny story, the Hotel name that is, I was looking up the address of the hotel had heaps
of trouble finding on the map. Only to notice the Hotel was call ‘The Address’. No wonder I had
trouble finding it. The team love it here, warm weather, hot showers, soft beds all the comforts of
home.

The Address Kathmandu Hotel rooms
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Dinner Menu

EBC team at our congratulation and farewell dinner with Dil
From left - Ryan, Emily, Elysse, Ben, Kenny Mac and Dil Thapa

Team made me carry all the borrowed gear like a porter
Night time shopping
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Things people buy. Ryan’s boy Harry was in the
Rooster footy team

Our favourite eating place in Kathmandu –
OR2K.
Oh is that you Emily

Everest Base Camp conquered at -19°C
Having trekked the Annapurna Circuit with Dil Thapa in 2016, I knew Everest Base Camp trek would
be an exceptionally rewarding experience with Dil’s company, Awesome Nepal Treks. All I had to
organise was the flights to and from Kathmandu; everything else was arranged by Awesome Nepal
Treks. It was comforting to know every question and query was answered.
Every member of his team, guide, assistant guide, and porters were always professional and had a
great sense of humour. There was a period where one of my daughters was struggling and one of
the porters noticed and without missing a beat, he went to her assistance and carried her backpack
back to the tea house. Dil and his team members were vigilant and would listen and watch us all the
time, and adjust the pace as required. We all made it to Everest Base Camp and back to Lukla
exhilarated, excited and exhausted. Awesome Nepal Treks is a must if you want to trek Nepal.
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Heart Rate Stats

O² Oxygen levels stats
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